Peptoid molecules are biomimetic oligomers that can fold into unique three-dimensional structures. As part of an effort to advance computational design of folded oligomers, we present blind-structure predictions for three peptoid sequences using a combination of Replica Exchange Molecular Dynamics (REMD) simulation and Quantum Mechanical refinement. We correctly predicted the structure of a N-aryl peptoid trimer to within 0.2 Å rmsd-backbone and a cyclic peptoid nonamer to an accuracy of 1.0 Å rmsd-backbone. X-ray crystallographic structures are presented for a linear N-alkyl peptoid trimer and for the cyclic peptoid nonamer. The peptoid macrocycle structure features a combination of cis and trans backbone amides, significant nonplanarity of the amide bonds, and a unique "basket" arrangement of (S)-N(1-phenylethyl) side chains encompassing a bound ethanol molecule. REMD simulations of the peptoid trimers reveal that well folded peptoids can exhibit funnel-like conformational free energy landscapes similar to those for ordered polypeptides. These results indicate that physical modeling can successfully perform de novo structure prediction for small peptoid molecules.
Peptoid molecules are biomimetic oligomers that can fold into unique three-dimensional structures. As part of an effort to advance computational design of folded oligomers, we present blind-structure predictions for three peptoid sequences using a combination of Replica Exchange Molecular Dynamics (REMD) simulation and Quantum Mechanical refinement. We correctly predicted the structure of a N-aryl peptoid trimer to within 0.2 Å rmsd-backbone and a cyclic peptoid nonamer to an accuracy of 1.0 Å rmsd-backbone. X-ray crystallographic structures are presented for a linear N-alkyl peptoid trimer and for the cyclic peptoid nonamer. The peptoid macrocycle structure features a combination of cis and trans backbone amides, significant nonplanarity of the amide bonds, and a unique "basket" arrangement of (S)-N(1-phenylethyl) side chains encompassing a bound ethanol molecule. REMD simulations of the peptoid trimers reveal that well folded peptoids can exhibit funnel-like conformational free energy landscapes similar to those for ordered polypeptides. These results indicate that physical modeling can successfully perform de novo structure prediction for small peptoid molecules.
foldamer | molecular simulation F oldamers are synthetic polymers that-like proteins-have the ability to self-assemble into unique folded structures (1) . Examples of foldamer systems include β-peptides, γ-peptides, azapeptides, oligoureas, arylamides, oligohydrazides, polyphenylacetylenes, and peptoids, among others (2, 3) . Of these, peptoids offer an attractive platform for designing functionalized, conformationally ordered molecular architectures ( Fig. 1 ): they can be readily synthesized to incorporate chemically diverse side chains (4, 5) , are resistant to proteolysis (6) , and can retain structure and function in nonaqueous solvents. Peptoids have found capacity for diverse applications such as antimicrobials (7), drug delivery platforms (8) , therapeutics (9) , enantioselective catalysts (10) , and nanostructured materials (11, 12) .
Unlike peptides, peptoids lack the ability to form backbone hydrogen bonds and can readily populate both cis and trans backbone amide states. Thus, new strategies may be required to enable the rational design of ordered peptoid structures. For instance, even though the peptoid backbone is achiral, bulky chiral side chain groups such as 1-phenylethyl or 1-naphthylethyl can be used to induce stereocontrolled cis-amide helical structures resembling polyproline I (13) (14) (15) . Such helices have been used to form tertiary assemblies (11, 16) , and have been incorporated into enzymes with minimal loss of function (17) . Alternatively, peptoid N-aryl side chains have been used to induce trans-amide helices that can mimic polyproline II structure (18, 19) . It remains to be determined how these local rules can be used to control the global three-dimensional structure of peptoid macromolecules (20) .
In order to design peptoids for applications, we need a way to predict their native structures from their sequences. Successes in designing protein molecules are largely attributable to the vast amount of information in the Protein Data Bank, of around 70,000 atomic-resolution structures. In contrast, very few peptoid structures are known (21) . Hence, the current method of choice for predicting peptoid structures is physics-based computational modeling.
Are physical models up to the task of predicting peptoid structures? We performed here a blind test of a combined MD-quantum mechanical (QM) method, in the spirit of CASP [Critical Assessment of Structure Prediction (22) ], used to test protein-structure prediction methods. The prediction targets included three peptoid sequences for which X-ray crystal structures were obtained, but not disclosed to the modelers. One of these structures has since been published, but the other two are reported here for the first time. Of these prediction targets, the largest was a cyclic peptoid nonamer. We used a hierarchical approach of replica-exchange molecular dynamics (REMD) (to identify low free-energy conformational basins) and QM calculations (for refinement of these conformations). This strategy correctly predicted the pattern of cis/ transbackbone amides (cccctccct), and the structure of the peptoid nonamer to an accuracy of 1.0 Å rmsd-backbone. These results suggest that reliable ab initio peptoid structure prediction for complex three-dimensional folds is within reach.
Results
Blind Structure Prediction of Linear Peptoid-N-aryl Trimer. The first two blind prediction targets were small N-alkyl and N-aryl peptoid trimers (compounds 1 and 2, Fig. 2 ). The latter structure has since been published (23) , but the coordinates were unreleased at the time of the prediction. The trimers were modeled by both REMD and QM approaches; thus, for these trimers the QM and REMD components of our combined method could be directly compared.
The REMD simulations were performed as previously described (24) . The Generalized AMBER Force Field (25) was used along with a popular Generalized Born implicit solvation model (26) , with atomic partial charges generated by the AM1-BCC method (27) ; this potential has previously been shown to be accurate for known peptoid structures (24) . Significant cis/trans amide isomerization barriers present a particular challenge when simulating peptoid conformational equilibria, which we are able to overcome by using REMD replicas up to 800 K. A ranked list of REMD predictions for the trimers was obtained by conformational free energy estimation of all possible backbone states. Discrete backbone states were defined by binary binning thresholds for each torsion angle: ω (cis vs. trans), φ (þ vs. −), and ψ, which was binned according to the closest (φ, ψ) dihedral minimum, α D ¼ ðAE90°; 180°Þ or C 7β ¼ ðAE120°; ∓75°Þ (see SI Appendix for details).
The predictions for trimer 1, a heterotrimer of N(2-tert-butylphenyl) glycine, N(2-iodophenyl) glycine, and N(2-(carboxymethyl)phenyl) glycine, were then compared to the X-ray crystal structure (23) , which includes both a major and a minor conformer (approximately 2% occupancy). We found that the top-ranked (i.e., lowest conformational free-energy) REMD prediction for the N-aryl trimer 1 was the best blind prediction, matching the major crystal conformer to a backbone rmsd of approximately 0.6 Å (Fig. 2) .
QM studies of trimer 1 agree with the REMD results. We optimized 28 conformations, including conformers from the crystal structure, 20 alternative conformations, and six low energy REMD snapshots (see SI Appendix, Table S3 ). Similar to the REMD results, the lowest energy conformation identified by QM corresponds to the experimentally observed backbone geometry (approximately 0.2 Å rmsd-backbone). The major conformer is predicted to be approximately 0.9 kcal∕mol more favorable than the minor conformer at the M052X/3-21G* level of theory. In previous work, we found ortho-iodo N-aryl peptoids favor by approximately 5 kcal∕mol a geometry placing the iodo group distant from the following carbonyl group (23) , but this effect is not predicted for trimer 1 due to the secondary (not tertiary) amide at residue 3. The optimized structure with the overall lowest energy differs slightly from the major crystal rotamer, in that the tert butyl group on residue 1 is rotated by 60°. This geometry is predicted to be only approximately 0.5 kcal∕mol more favorable at levels of theory used here.
Experimental and Predicted Structures of a Linear Peptoid-N-alkyl
Trimer. Synthesis and crystallization of peptoid 2, a homotrimer of N(2-phenylethyl) glycine units, was performed as described in Materials and Methods. The high-resolution crystal structure has cis backbone amide bonds, with the side chain groups of residues 1 and 3 in close proximity. Two alternate side chain conformers (69% and 31% occupancies) are found for residue 2, each occupying similar molecular volumes. Backbone dihedral and side chain χ-angles are listed in Table 1 . The 2-phenylethyl side chain groups participate in a layer of extensive aromatic π-π interactions between neighboring molecules in the crystal lattice (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 ). A layer of polar interactions is also formed across the amino-and carboxy-termini of neighboring peptoid units, the backbone amide groups, and bound water molecules. This hydrophobic/polar partitioning in the crystal is somewhat reminiscent of the nanosheet bilayers formed by charged periodic amphiphilic peptoid chains, which similarly incorporate N(2-phenylethyl) glycine residues (12) .
Our predictions for the N-alkyl trimer 2 were less successful than those for trimer 1. REMD predicts a heterogeneous ensemble of states with similar conformational free energies, with the crystal conformation predicted to be approximately 2.5 kcal∕mol above the top-ranked basin. Much of this discrepancy is likely due to the fact that crystal conformations of small molecules depend greatly on neighboring crystal lattice interactions, and are not necessarily well predicted by solution-state simulations. Quantum calculations further support conformational heterogeneity in trimer 2 (SI Appendix, Table S5 ). We find that the relative energies predicted by QM are dominated by the protonation state and orientation of the amine and carboxylic acid termini rather than by local backbone conformational constraints.
Conformational Landscapes of Foldable and Nonfoldable Peptoid
Trimers. Examination of the conformational free energy landscapes predicted for peptoid trimers 1 and 2 provides additional insight into their folding properties. The N-aryl trimer 1 has a funnel-like free energy landscape dominated by a small number of low-free energy states, a characteristic feature of foldable molecules (28, 29) (Fig. 3 ). About 10% of accessible states are found within approximately 3 kcal∕mol above the lowest energy state. Chemical structures of N-aryl peptoid trimer 1 and N-alkyl peptoid trimer 2, shown with their respective solid-state conformations. The crystal structure of peptoid trimer 1 (gray) is represented by both the major conformer (approximately 98% occupancy, iodo group facing down) and the minor conformer (approximately 2% occupancy, iodo group facing up). Superimposed is the REMD prediction (green), which is in close concordance with the major conformer observed by X-ray crystallography (approximately 0.6 Å rmsd-backbone). The crystal structure of trimer 2 exhibits two alternative side chain conformers for residue 2 (69% and 31% occupancies). Superimposed is the lowest-energy conformation predicted by QM (approximately 0.8 Å rmsd-backbone). Indeed, NMR and HPLC studies (23) confirm the presence of a dominant pair of atropisomer solution conformations of N-aryl peptoid trimer 1. In contrast, the N-alkyl trimer 2 is predicted to exhibit a shallower free energy landscape, with 40% of all conformational states within approximately 3 kcal∕mol of the ground state. These computational results suggest that the Nalkyl trimer 2 does not have a well defined solution structure. Several features of these small peptoid sequences contribute to their foldability. Conformational restriction of the main chain clearly helps narrow the number of low-energy conformations. For the N-aryl peptoid, local structure is controlled by incorporation of side chain groups that restrict the possible backbone conformational states through both steric and electronic effects. N-aryl side chains restrict the amide backbone nearly exclusively to the trans state (19) and the bulky iodo-and tert-butyl-substituents lead to additional biasing of the φ torsion (30) . Unbranched N-alkyl side chains provide fewer local restrictions to the peptoid backbone (31), but can contribute to long-range interactions that can direct chain folding (12) .
Blind Structure Prediction of a Cyclic Peptoid Nonamer. For the more challenging problem of structure prediction for a cyclic nonamer, we used a hierarchical approach: first, we identified the lowestfree energy conformational basins using REMD, and then used QM to refine 273 representative structures taken from these basins, optimizing at the HF/3-21G* level and evaluating the energy in a number of DFT functionals. We found no great sensitivity to basis set, and present here the results of two different functionals, B3LYP/6-311G** and M052X/6-311G**, the latter of which has been reported to provide a more accurate description of dispersion interactions. Adhering to the conventions of CASP, we used conformational clustering to select and rank six diverse conformations for our final submitted prediction (see SI Appendix). Our top three predictions, ranked based on the DFT energies, exhibited the cccctccct pattern of cis/transamides, but differing φ-angle patterns. The remaining submitted predictions, chosen for diversity, had backbone structures ccccctttt, cccctcctt, and cccccccct.
Experimental Structure of a Cyclic Peptoid Nonamer. Synthesis and purification of cyclic peptoid nonamer 3 incorporating (S)-N (1-phenylethyl) side chains were performed as previously described (32, 33) . Needle-like crystals were obtained by slow evaporation in ethanol, and X-ray crystallographic direct methods were used to obtain a high-resolution structure (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 ). The unit cell includes two identical molecules in a monoclinic system with a P2(1) space group.
The crystal structure of peptoid 3 complements a corpus of previously solved peptoid X-ray structures [previous cyclic peptoid structures include tetramers, hexamers, and octamers (32, 33) ]. The backbone atoms of the macrocycle form an irregular shape, with approximate dimensions 10.53 Å × 7.26 Å. The amide bonds exhibit a cis/transpattern of cccctccct, and all display significant distortions from planarity ( Table 2 ). Most notable is residue 5, with an ω angle of 151.5°that deviates nearly 30°from planarity. QM calculations suggest this deviation may be enforced by a steric clash between the amide oxygen and (i-2) H α atom (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ). Increased propensities for ω angles near approximately 150°are also seen in the REMD simulations (SI Appendix, Fig. S4 ). Similarly, significant pyramidalization is found for backbone nitrogen centers in the crystal structure (SI Appendix, Table S1 ). The φ and ψ dihedral angles are consistent with previously reported peptoid structures; the φ angles do not deviate significantly from AE70°, and ψ angles do not markedly deviate from AE175°.
The χ 1 angles for the N(1-phenylethyl) side chains range from −98.9°to −152.1° (Table 1) . Interestingly, four side chain groups are oriented on one face of the macrocycle, while the other five side chains are directed towards the opposite face, resembling a molecular basket. Inside this "basket" is a single molecule of bound ethanol, with the ethyl group in contact with peptoid side chain groups, and the hydroxyl group favorably hydrogen bonded with a peptoid backbone carbonyl (Fig. 4B) .
NMR experiments were conducted to obtain structural information for nonamer 3 in solution.
1 H-NMR spectra reveal excellent peak dispersion in CDCl 3 (SI Appendix, Fig. S5 ). 1 H-13 C-HSQC spectra show 9 clearly resolved side chain methine and 18 backbone methylene resonances (SI Appendix, Fig. S6 ), and 2D-COSY spectra for the compound 3 also exhibit 9 off-diagonal correlations corresponding to the backbone methylene protons, all consistent with a single well defined structure in solution (SI Appendix, Fig. S7 ).
It is notable that the cyclic peptoid 3 characterized here is quite different than the previously described NMR solution structure of the analogous linear (S)-N(1-phenylethyl) peptoid oligomer in acetonitrile (34) , shown to exhibit a "threaded loop" backbone arrangement in which the amide backbone pattern is cctttctc. The circular dichroism (CD) spectrum of cyclic peptoid 3 obtained in methanol reveals two relatively sharp minima at 210 and 220 nm (SI Appendix, Fig. S8 ), which also differs markedly from the linear analog, for which a single broad minima at 205 nm was observed (34) .
Comparsion of Predicted and Experimental Structures of a Cyclic Pep-
toid Nonamer. Our top-ranked prediction (pick1) agrees quite closely with the experimentally observed structure (Fig. 4) , with the correct cccctccct pattern of cis/transamides. The predicted pattern of φ -angles (+−++−+++−) differs from experiment (+−++ −+−−−) in only two successive residues, where þ denotes φ ∼ þ90°and − denotes φ approximately −90°. An overlay of the Fig. 3 . Conformational free energy landscapes of N-aryl peptoid trimer 1 and N-alkyl peptoid trimer 2. Landscapes calculated from REMD simulations show a funnel-like landscape for 1, with a small number of low free energy torsional states. The observed crystal structure of 1 is found at the free energy minimum of this landscape (black arrow). The landscape of 2 is more degenerate, suggesting a more heterogeneous structure in solution. The crystal structure observed for 2 (red arrow) is estimated by REMD to be approximately 2.5 kcal∕mol above the solution-phase ground state. crystal structure and pick1 shows the two flipped φ angles result in one side chain residue rotating relative to the plane of the macrocycle ring. Other than this local inversion, the rest of the backbone atoms match closely, with a 1.0 Å backbone rmsd to the crystal structure, and 0.47 Å rmsd if the flipped backbone atoms are omitted from the comparison. Free energies for backbone torsional states computed from the REMD simulations of the cyclic nonamer show a "foldable" landscape dominated by a handful of lowest free energy conformations. Only approximately 5% of accessible states are found within approximately 3 kcal∕mol or less of the ground state. The submitted pick1 state (cccctccct, +−++−+++−) is predicted by REMD to be among the five lowest-free energy states (approximately 1.22 kcal∕mol above the ground state), while the experimental crystal state (cccctccct, +−++−+−−−) is predicted to be among the 30 lowest-free energy conformations (approximately 3.08 kcal∕mol) (SI Appendix, Fig. S9 ). Because the state corresponding to the experimental structure had a relatively high free energy, conformations from this basin were not selected for QM refinement. This finding indicates that our selection criteria, which were based on the cis/transstate alone, were too coarse.
We believe that improved agreement between prediction and experiment (beyond the intrinsic accuracy of DFT) may require a priori information about the crystal-packing environment and the solvent present during crystallization (in this case, ethanol). To support this idea, we performed computational studies comparing our top predicted structure to the experimental structure (full results described in the SI Appendix). Without the ethanol, the two DFT functionals considered here disagree as to whether the experimental or predicted structure is more favorable. Furthermore, when a bound ethanol is added to the predicted structure, DFT predictions unambiguously show a preference for the crystal conformation (see SI Appendix for details). These results suggest that it is important for high-resolution structure predictions to model crystal packing and potential solvent interactions (at least for small foldamers in which crystal and solvent contacts may outnumber intramolecular contacts). Computational studies of cyclo-ðsarcosineÞ 9 analogs show similar backbone conformational preferences, suggesting that the bulky N-1-phenylethyl side chains do not play a significant role in determining overall backbone geometries.
Discussion
Our blind prediction results suggest that a combined MD-QM computational approach can produce accurate ab initio peptoid structure predictions. This work is a tangible milestone on the path to reliable and efficient computational peptoid design.
We can provide some context regarding the significance of these results by comparing to similar advances in protein structure prediction. The cyclic peptoid nonamer contains 36 bonds that have at least two rotameric possibilities, while the N-aryl and N-alkyl peptoid trimers have 11 and 14 rotatable bonds, respectively. The nonamer search problem is similarly complex to chignolin (35) (10 residues, 29 bonds) or the C-terminal hairpin of protein G (36) (16 residues, 53 bonds), and the trimers similar to met-enkephalin (37) (5 residues, 15 bonds), all model peptide systems that were the subject of state-of the-art folding simulations a decade ago.
Continued progress in computational peptoid structure prediction and design will require further advances in forcefield development and sampling. One encouraging finding here is that currently available automated tools to provide transferrable forcefield parameters for arbitrary organic molecules can be used to predict folded peptoid structures accurately. This finding is a promising development for computational peptoid design, although further forcefield validation studies are required. We hope that the increasing number of high-resolution peptoid crystal structures (including those reported here) and solution-phase data can be used to develop and test even more accurate molecular models, as well as coarse-grained potentials that can model the thermodynamic driving forces responsible for the assembly of peptoid nanostructured materials (12, (38) (39) (40) . As our computational work demonstrates, we can now accurately predict local Fig. 4 . Experimental and predicted structures of cyclic peptoid nonamer 3, composed of (S)-N-(1-phenylethyl) glycine units. The amide bonds in the crystal structure were found to exhibit a cis/transpattern of cccctccct, with several significant deviations from amide planarity (see Table 1 ). (A) Shown superimposed are the backbone conformation of the compound 3 crystal structure (gray) and the top-ranked blind prediction (green), with a backbone-rmsd of approximately 1.0 Å. (B) The crystal structure shows the side chains oriented toward alternating faces of the macrocycle, with five side chain groups forming a "molecular basket" encompassing a single bound ethanol (arrow). (C) The predicted structure, which was modeled in the absence of ethanol, shows instead a peptoid side chain "filling" this basket (arrow), resulting in the rotation of two backbone ψ angles, compared to the crystal structure backbone.
backbone preferences of peptoids, but more work needs to be done to understand and predict nonlocal molecular packing interactions in the condensed phase, which may govern both selfassembly of longer peptoid chains (41) and binding interactions with proteins.
While here we have addressed the challenge of conformational sampling using REMD, a greater problem for computational design is efficient sampling of peptoid sequence space. Discrete rotamer and/or fragment-based search algorithms such as RosettaDesign have performed very efficiently for proteins (42) . These same approaches can be applied to peptoids, although more information about specific sequence-structure relationships is needed. Backbone dihedral minima from previously published structures could aid in the prediction process, and molecular mechanics or QM models can be used to parameterize side chain scoring functions. Another promising strategy may be to construct kinetic network models (43) from simulated peptoid conformational ensembles so that the effects of sequence perturbations can be efficiently sampled. With simulation providing information about the entire conformational free energy landscape, both positive and negative design across many conformational states can be optimized simultaneously to design foldable molecules.
Foldable peptoid architectures, such as the cyclic nonamer we characterize here, may be good starting points for the design of binding and catalytic functions, as they offer a way to position diverse chemical moieties in well defined spatial arrangements. Because cyclic structures have smaller conformational entropies in the unfolded state compared to linear structures, they may be more suited for these purposes. The presence of bound ethanol in the cyclic nonamer crystal structure additionally suggests that the basket of (S)-N(1-phenylethyl) side chains on the top face of the macrocycle constitutes a defined binding pocket that could be elaborated in future design efforts. Indeed, our computational modeling predicts a significant energetic reward for filling this pocket, at the expense of a subtle backbone rearrangement (see Fig. 4C ).
Conclusion
In this work, we have presented blind structure predictions for three peptoid sequences using physical computational approaches. We subsequently obtained high-resolution crystal structures for these targets, two of which we publish here. One of the targets is a macrocyclic nonamer, the largest cyclic peptoid structure published to date, with a cccctccct pattern of cis/transbackbone amides. Distinctive features of this new structure include significant nonplanarity of amide bonds and a basket arrangement of (S)-N(1-phenylethyl) side chains containing a bound ethanol molecule.
A principal aspect of this work was our blind predictions of structure using REMD simulations and QM, prior to determining the crystal structures. These predictions validate current modeling strategies. We predicted the structure of an N-aryl glycine peptoid trimer to 0.6 Å rmsd-backbone, and approximately 0.2 Å rmsd-backbone using QM. Using a hierarchical combination of REMD and QM refinement, we correctly predicted the backbone amide pattern of the (S)-N(1-phenylethyl) glycine nonamer, and the three-dimensional structure to within an accuracy of 1.0 Å rmsd-backbone. Our REMD simulations reveal that foldable peptoids have funnel-like conformational free energy landscapes. These results suggest that physical modeling approaches can successfully make de novo predictions of the structures of small peptoids.
Materials and Methods
Synthesis and Characterization of N-alkyl Peptoid Trimer 2. The N-(2-phenylethyl) glycine tripeptoid C-terminal acid was synthesized on 2-chlorotrityl resin (Chem-Impex International) using the submonomer solid-phase peptoid synthesis method (4). The crude product was purified by reverse-phase HPLC to afford a white powder of 95% purity [calculated mass: 501.3; observed mass (MH þ ): 501.8].
Single Crystal X-Ray Diffraction of Peptoid 2. Diffraction quality crystals were obtained by vapor diffusion. 1.0 mg of purified 2 was added to 0.5 mL of DMF in a small vial which was then placed within a 20 mL scintillation vial containing 3 mL of water and then capped. The sample was then left undisturbed for a week and long thin needles of X-ray quality were obtained. Data were collected on a colorless needle 0.16 × 0.10 × 0.06 mm 3 in size. Data reduction was performed using SAXS Area INTegration and SAXS Area Detector ABSorption, and the structure was solved by SIR-2004 and refined with SHELXL-97. Crystallography data: orthorhombic, Pbca, a ¼ 19.0847ð14Þ Å,
Synthesis of Cyclic Peptoid Nonamer 3. The linear (S)-N(1-phenylethyl) glycine nonamer was prepared on an automated synthesizer (Charybdis Technologies Inc.) using a slightly modified form of the submonomer approach. The oligomer was synthesized on 2-chlorotrityl chloride resin (NovaBiochem; 100-200 mesh; 1.3 mmol∕g). (S)-(-)-1-Phenylethylamine (Alfa Aesar) was used as the submonomer reagent to provide the N-(S)-phenylethylamine monomer units. The linear oligomer was subjected to cyclization using previously published protocols (33) . Full details are described in the SI Appendix.
Single Crystal X-Ray Diffraction of Cyclic Peptoid Nonamer 3. A solution of (S)-N (1-phenylethyl) glycine was prepared (12 mg peptoid dissolved in 800 μL ethanol) in an NMR tube and subject to slow evaporation at room temperature. Colorless needle-like crystals were observed over the course of several days. Crystallography data:
Circular Dichroism. CD measurements were performed with an Aviv 202 SF Circular Dichroism Spectrophotometer using a 1 mm pathlength fused quartz cell. Peptoid concentrations were approximately 50 μM.
NMR. NMR data was collected with an Avance-400 NMR Spectrometer (Bruker). 12 mg of pure cyclo-ðNspeÞ 9 was dissolved in 700 uL of CDCl 3 . Proton, HQSC and COSY data are described in the SI Appendix.
Molecular Dynamics Simulation. REMD calculations were performed using AMBER9. Constant-energy dynamics runs were swapped every 1 ps, each time initialized with Boltzmann-distributed velocities for replica temperatures 300-800 K. A 2 fs time step was used with the SHAKE algorithm to constrain hydrogen bond lengths. For the peptoid trimers, 32 replicas were used, each seeded with a different initial conformation. Trimer simulation lengths were 500 ns × 32 replicas ¼ 16 μs of trajectory data, with an acceptance ratio of approximately 80%. The peptoid nonamer 3 was simulated for 1;000 ns × 15 replicas ¼ 15 μs of trajectory data, with an acceptance ratio of approximately 45%, seeded with conformations similar to the threaded-loop structure of linear (S)-N(1-phenylethyl) glycine (34) . Full details are in the SI Appendix.
Ab Initio QM Calculations. QM calculations used Gaussian03 and model chemistries and basis sets are indicated in figures and tables in the SI Appendix.
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